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Abstract
We study the logarithmic transition sensitivities to temperature and current, α and β, 
of bare Mo/Au TES sensors without any normal metal structure, with and without 
relevant weak link effects. Both parameters display a smooth dependence with bias. 
We analyze them as a function of bias, bath temperature and TES size. We observe 
relevant differences in the behavior of α and β as the aspect ratio increases.
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1 Introduction

Performances of TES are intimately linked to the sensitivity of their electrical resist-
ance to temperature and current, within the superconducting transition. Two param-
eters quantify this sensitivity: α and β, which are the logarithmic derivatives of the 
device resistance to temperature and current, respectively. The stability and noise 
(and therefore energy resolution) of a TES depend on α and β, as described by Irwin 
and Hilton [1].

The transition of TES, and thus α and β, can be dominated by the so-called weak 
link (WL) effects, that arise from the longitudinal proximity effect due to the super-
conducting contacts, with much higher  Tc [2]. In this case, the transition can be 
described by the RSJ model [3]; for long enough TESs, with irrelevant WL effects, 
the two-fluid model [4] is expected to hold.
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The relevance of a good understanding of the transition shape has been evidenced 
in several studies [5–13]. Most of them, however, analyze data of devices with 
absorber, normal metal structures or banks; all these features may alter the current 
distribution inside the TES, therefore modifying the response intended to explore.

In this paper we report on the α and β parameters of bare Mo/Au TES sen-
sors without absorber, banks or normal metal structures and with different aspect 
ratio. A smooth, monotonous dependence on bias is observed for both param-
eters, which allows for comparison of their evolution with bias, TES size and 
bath temperature. Significant differences are observed for α and β with bath tem-
perature and sizes, which can provide insights in view of optimizing the devices’ 
figure of merit. It is also shown that the temperature and current sensitivities not 
only depend on TES aspect ratio, and thus effects of both width and length should 
be rather analyzed separately.

2  Experimental

Mo/Au (45  nm/265  nm) TESs with normal state square resistance 24  mΩ and 
Nb/Mo contacts and leads were fabricated on  Si3N4 membranes as reported else-
where [13]. The five devices studied in this work correspond to a single batch 
(wafer), with Mo/Au intrinsic critical temperature  Tci = 92 mK; five devices with 
sizes (width x length, w x L) 25 × 25, 25 × 50, 25 × 75, 25 × 100 and 120 × 120 
μm2 were studied. Two of them display critical temperature  Tc >  Tci: the 25 × 25 
 (Tc = 112 mK) and the 25 × 50  (Tc = 96 mK), which is a first evidence of the exist-
ence of weak link (WL) effects, though somehow weaker than usually reported 
[2, 14]. The analysis of the field dependence of critical current,  Ic(B), reveals 
indeed a well resolved Fraunhofer-like pattern for the 25 × 25 device (not shown); 
the 25 × 50 and 25 × 75 devices only show remnants of satellite peaks, indicating 
a very feeble WL effect, in accordance to the proximity of its  Tc to  Tci. The two 
larger TESs do not show evidences of Fraunhofer-like behavior.

Dark characterization of the devices was performed in a Kelvinox dilution refrig-
erator, under DC bias. All the data analyzed were recorded under zero magnetic 
field: the eventual remnant field was determined from the maximum of the critical 
current as a function of the magnetic field H, applied with a small Helmhotz coil 
placed in the vicinity of the TES. The determined  Hrem was thus cancelled with the 
same coil, prior to measuring I-V curves and complex impedance Z(ω) at differ-
ent bath temperatures  Tbath.  Hrem values are usually of 2–3 μT; the self-field  Hself, 
estimated from the asymmetry of  Ic(B) [5], is at least one order of magnitude lower, 
with  dHself/dIc ~ 1 μT/mA for the 25 × 25 TES and ~ 2 μT/mA for the 25 × 100 one.

Extraction of TES parameters from I-V and Z(ω) data was done following 
standard procedures, and assuming a single thermal block. The uncertainty in the 
determination of α and β values is usually below 10% (see error bars in Fig.1). 
Two data sets taken at different times for the same TES were checked to provide 
nearly identical values, well within the confidence intervals.
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3  Results and Discussion

Figure 1 displays the logarithmic derivatives α and β as a function of bias, for all 
the characterized devices. Their behavior with bias is very smooth, likely because 
of the absence of normal metal features on their top [6], and the fact that data were 
obtained under zero field [5]. The values of both parameters as well as their ratio 
range within most of those reported for a variety of TESs [4–11].

The temperature sensitivity α for the three smaller TESs with w = 25 μm is nearly 
coincident at small biases. Yet, as L increases α smoothens its decay with bias, 
which results in an increase of α with L at higher biases. The two larger TESs, with-
out traces of WL effects, 25 × 100 and 120 × 120, display higher α values. The high-
est temperature sensitivity corresponds indeed to the large square TES, thus indicat-
ing that the relevant parameter to maximize α may not be the aspect ratio but the 
length. We come back to this issue below.

The current sensitivity β displays a different behavior with size: its highest value 
is found for the smallest TES (25 × 25), decreases for devices showing some WL 
effect and increasing L, reaches a minimum for L = 75 μm and increases again for 
larger L (TESs without evident WL). This points to distinct dependences of α and 
β—and therefore the temperature and current dependences of TES resistance—on 
TES size.

Figure 1 also displays the fits to the two most used TES transition models: the 
RSJ and the two-fluid. The 25 × 25 is very well described by the RSJ model, as 
expected. The two-fluid model seems to work better at least for the TES with high-
est aspect ratio, while the situation is not clear for the rest; a study with more data 
points would be required to discern between models. Even more, it must be taken 
into account that the bias dependence of α can be masked by its strong temperature 
dependence. This is not the case for β, whose fits are therefore more reliable for this 
transition model comparison.

Fig. 1  Bias dependences of the logarithmic derivatives of the resistance as a function of temperature, α 
(Left) and current, β (Right) at 50 mK, for the different devices. Error bars are shown for all data points, 
but for most of them are not visible because they fall within the symbol size. Solid (dashed) lines are fits 
to the bias dependences expected from the RSJ [3] (two-fluid [4]) model. (Color figure online)
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From Fig.1 it becomes evident that α and β are not directly related to  Rn (or, 
equivalently, TES aspect ratio). This is more clearly appreciated in Fig.  2, dis-
playing the figure of merit K, often used to evaluate the TES performances that 
can be expected from the transition sensitivity to current and temperature. K val-
ues fall within the ranges reported for a variety of other devices [7, 9]. The TES 
with strong WL effects (25 × 25) displays the lowest figure of merit. Notice that 
for constant width and increasing aspect ratio (and therefore progressively weaker 
weak link effect) K increases. Even so, the larger, square TES (120 × 120) dis-
plays the highest K values. Therefore, the relevant parameter to maximize K is 
not -or not only- the aspect ratio. A plausible reason might be related to the fact 
that the current density through the TES changes with TES width, so that for a 
given TES length L wider TESs would display lower values of the current density 
ratio J/Jc, where  Jc is the critical current density. And it is well known that TES 
resistance is a strongly nonlinear function of J/Jc, especially at low biases. Thus, 
further studies on the effects of TES size, decoupling width and length effects, 
might be interesting.

As shown on Fig. 2, it is found that α and β are related through a power law 
α~βn, with the exponent n taking values between 0.6 and 0.9. This empirical law, 
with similar exponents, has also been reported recently for Ti/Au TESs display-
ing WL effects [11].

Finally, we turn to the dependence of the logarithmic derivatives on the bath 
temperature. Figure 3 displays α and β for a selection of representative devices 
at different  Tbath. For all TESs, α displays a small—though clear—increase with 
increasing  Tbath. β, however, shows differentiated behaviors depending on TES 
size: for TESs with L = 25, 50 and 75 μm it increases with  Tbath; while the oppo-
site dependence is observed for the two larger TESs. These differences, again, 
point to a distinct dependence of β on size with respect to α, for TESs with or 
without WL. It is significant that the change of tendency of β with  Tbath occurs for 
the TES displaying the minimum of β with size, that is, the 25 × 75 one, which is 
the longest displaying any trace of WL effects.
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Fig. 2  Left Figure of merit at 50mK, for the different devices. Right α as a function of β: lines are fits to a 
power law, with the exponent n indicated for each TES. (Color figure online)
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4  Conclusions

We have determined the temperature and current sensitivities of several Mo/Au 
bare TES (without absorber, membranes or normal metal structures) with different 
sizes, displaying or not weak link effects, as a function of bias and for different bath 
temperatures. Both α and β decrease monotonously with bias (% R/Rn) and show a 
very weak dependence with  Tbath. Size effects are different for α and β. Whereas α 
increases with TES size, especially for devices without WL effects, β is largest for 
the smallest TES (the one with very clear WL effects), displays a minimum at inter-
mediate TES lengths (which roughly correspond to the lengths where WL effects 
become irrelevant) and increases again for longer and larger TESs. It is worth noting 
that, while α increases with  Tbath for any TES size, β displays opposite dependences 
on  Tbath, for TES sizes respectively below and above its minimum.
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